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Student Learning Assessment Committee

Meeting Agenda

4/26/19

1. Adoption of Agenda

2. Approval of Minutes

3. Updates

1. Middle States Liaison Sean McKitrick visit 4/23

Very complimentary about Self-Study Design

Will send letter to president on 1 June indicating acceptance of Design

Will need to discuss Critical Thinking assessment

2. CAI

CAI voted to approve SLAC/IESPC working on Institutional Effectiveness Assessment Plan

CAI voted to approve extension of ad-hoc SLAC/CC/GEC course-level change process; GEC

voted for a moratorium

CAI voted to approve removing course-level outcomes from catalog

3. Nuventive

CAO request, review of SLAC draft for a recommendation regarding possible models – need

to find out status.

4. Middle States Program Review Resources

Program Review documents uploaded to SLAC site.

Guidelines are posted

5. Revised Institutional Student Learning Assessment Plan

Review of current document draft

6. Middle States

Creation of Site Visit Cheat Sheet: What questions will the MSCHE team likely ask about

student learning assessment, and what answers should we be prepared to give them?

Where do we want to be in 3-5 years as regards student learning assessment & institutional

planning?

_____________________________________________________________________________

Meeting Minutes

3/22/19

Present:         Andrew Haggerty, Carine Surdey, Sherry Chandler, Darin Schmidt, Larry Allen, Paul

Bond, Sesime Adanu, Colleen Donahue, Joel Miller, Dani Berchtold, Karyn Moyer, Kristin Bensen-

Hause, Amy Brandt

Excused:        Michelle Snyder

1. Adoption of Agenda

2. Approval of Minutes

3. Updates

1. Middle States Liaison visit 4/23

Open Session 12:15-3:15 for faculty, staff and students

Not an evaluative visit – informational purposes only for discussion and to answer questions

2. New SLAC email address

Yay!

Andrew will use this email account from now on to communicate SLAC related information

3. Nuventive

Nuventive is now up and running. Guidelines for Nuventive CSLO & PSLO input on SLAC

site.

As per CAO request, review of SLAC draft for a recommendation regarding possible models

for Nuventive administrator/resources moving forward.

All members of SLAC should now have access to Improve – accounts were created based on

the lists provided by facilitators. If anyone is missing, let Amy or Andrew know.

Nuventive Improve can be accessed at: tracdat.com

4. Middle States

Review of Self-Study Design

Drafted by Andrew Haggerty, Amy Brandt, and Sesime Adanu

Need to disseminate to campus through as many constituencies as possible

Areas of note for feedback:

Pages 3-5: Demographic and Structural Challenges Contributing to SUNY

Broome’s Choice of Institutional Priorities for the Self-Study

The text typed in Green will be flipped to a footnote

The end of section 1, last paragraph explains the logic being given to our

accreditors. SLAC’s position – institutional pedagogical sustainability, we face

demographic challenges, but can’t compromise on offerings to students or

sacrifice academic integrity

Pages 6-7 Mapping Tables (review the checked items)

Section 3 Intended Outcomes – what we intend to prove (three bullets are what

Middle States says we have to do)

Section 5 – Outlines who is working on what

Comments are being taken through March 28

Has already gone to Executive Council and will go to Board of Trustees

Went to Deans and will go to Shared Governance

Must be submitted two weeks prior to the visit on 4/23

Program Review Resources

PR Resources survey.

Program Review documents uploaded to SLAC site.

Guidelines are posted

5. Carnival of the Assessments return

Outreach continues

6. Revised Institutional Student Learning Assessment Plan

Review & approval of proposal for new IEAP, including ISLAP

Three areas:

Student Learning

Unit Assessment

General Education Assessment

Designed according to documents created by SUNY so we know they have been vetted

through Middle States

NC-SARA is now part of the plan – requirements for online offerings

Looking for SLAC approval for us to draft a new plan that will then be brought back to

Shared Governance and Executive Council

Carine makes motion to move forward

Larry Seconds

Discussion of how to handle areas where SLAC or IESPC cannot answer.

This is in the proposal

Joel makes motion to vote

Colleen seconds

Passes unanimously

Will now go to SG and EC

Distribution and discussion of outline of IEAP, including Key Issues section

Andrew has started a draft of the new plan based on the SUNY Template

Will email us next week to solicit volunteers for working with him

Questions that have come up:

Policy or Procedure? BoT or EC?

Should course level outcomes be listed in catalog? Pros and Cons

Review for discussion at the next meeting

Andrew is also putting this forward to Shared Governance

_____________________________________________________________________________

Student Learning Assessment Committee

Meeting Agenda

3/22/19

1. Adoption of Agenda

2. Approval of Minutes

3. Updates

1. Middle States Liaison visit 4/23.

2. New SLAC email address

4. Nuventive

1. Nuventive is now up and running. Guidelines for Nuventive CSLO & PSLO input on

SLAC site.

2. As per CAO request, review of SLAC draft for a recommendation regarding possible

models for Nuventive administrator/resources moving forward.

5. Middle States

Review of Self-Study Design

6. Program Review Resources

1. PR Resources survey.

2. Program Review documents uploaded to SLAC site.

7. Carnival of the Assessments return

Outreach continues

8. Revised Institutional Student Learning Assessment Plan

1. Review & approval of proposal for new IEAP, including ISLAP

2. Distribution and discussion of outline of IEAP, including Key Issues section

_____________________________________________________________________________

Minutes 2/22/19

Present:         Andrew Haggerty, Carine Surdey, Sherry Chandler, Darin Schmidt, Larry Allen, Paul

Bond, Sesime Adanu, Colleen Donahue, Joel Miller, Dani Berchtold, Michelle Snyder, Karyn Moyer,

Kristin Bensen-Hause, Amy Brandt, Francis Battisti

1. Adoption of Agenda — Adopted

2. Approval of Minutes — Approved

3. Updates

1. Joel Miller returns as STEM rep; thanks to Jason for filling in last semester.

2. Requests for exemptions from Program Review; record-keeping on SLAC site.

4. Nuventive (Amy)

1. Nuventive is now up and running. Amy has spent much time ensuring the system has

been set up correctly.  Very labor intensive and manual process based on the access

grids that were gathered by the Assessment Facilitators

2. Amy gave a demo of how Nuventive is set up. Takeaways:

Three areas:

Course Learning Outcomes

Program Learning Outcomes

Program Review – for programs and certificates unless they are accredited and have a

self-study. The self-study counts as program review.

Also an Operational Outcomes area that is separated from Program Review as it

encompasses items outside of direct student learning

The system is flexible and allows academic instructional areas that aren’t academic

programs

Mapping for degrees happen at the program level

Data entered at the course level aggregates up to the program level

The goal is to not need to assess at every level

Reports pull it together

Mapping for disciplines (service department) happen at the course level

CLO =>PLO =>ILO

3. Next Steps:

Assessment Facilitators will be getting out to Divisions to assist with the following:

Input of Course, Program, and Operational Outcomes

Learning about the mapping

Learning how to use the system to send assignments to faculty members.

Each program will need to think about how they will handle this piece.

4. Closing Remarks:

Nuventive has a document repository area that links back to the item being assessed

Deb Moeckel stressed in her visit, the importance of keeping any meeting

minutes/documentation regarding SLOs or other. Nuventive will assist with this and keep

evidence together for site visit. (also applies to non-academic units)

Amy has done a fabulous job as System Administrator for Nuventive in getting the system

set up for use. She leaves this role at the end of this semester

A new System Administrator needs to be identified

The system is complex and will require significant effort to maintain in order to

function properly

Need someone with both the technical expertise and understanding of assessment

Francis asks SLAC for a recommendation regarding possible models moving forward

5. Middle States

1. MSCHE liaison visit 4/23.

2. Timeline of MSCHE events for semester.

Need to work on self-study design (outline for the self-study)

Priorities have been established

Diversity and Inclusion

Retention

Institutional and Pedagogical Sustainability

3. Feedback on Intended Outcomes of Self-Study (sent vial email to SLAC 2/21)

SUNY Document – essentially what Middle States did the last time, what they were looking

for

We need to come up with a new plan

Andrew hopes to send out a draft of a plan early next week

He asks that we share the SUNY handout with our areas

Will send a survey looking for feedback

6. Program Review Resources

1. Requests for exemptions from Program Review; record-keeping on SLAC site.

2. PR Resources survey.

3. Draft Template for PR to be distributed next week.

7. Carnival of the Assessments return: May 22, 23, or 24?

Need to choose the date we feel is best

May 22 – day after the last day of classes

May 23 – grades due and graduation

May 24 – day after graduation

Carnival is about 1 ½ to 2 hours

Suggestion to maybe tie in to Renewal Day?

Andrew will reach out to Meghan McGuiness (Chair of the PDSC)

Another suggestion was to change it to the early Fall – may be better attended

Want to continue the speaker at the beginning of Spring as well

8. Revised Institutional Student Learning Assessment Plan

1. Ad-hoc SLAC/GEC/CC SLO committee must end this May. (Place of SLOs?)

2. MSCHE Self-Study/Nuventive necessitate new ISLAP.

3. Program Review must be centerpiece of ISLAP.

____________________________________________________________________________

Meeting Agenda

2/22/19 

NSC 207G, 11 AM

1. Adoption of Agenda

2. Approval of Minutes

3. Updates

1. Joel Miller returns as STEM rep; thanks to Jason Smith for filling in last semester.

2. Requests for exemptions from Program Review; record-keeping on SLAC site.

4. Nuventive (Amy)

5. Middle States

23. MSCHE liaison visit 4/23.

24. Timeline of MSCHE events for semester.

25. Feedback on Intended Outcomes of Self-Study (sent vial email to SLAC 2/21)

6. Program Review Resources

1. Requests for exemptions from Program Review; record-keeping on SLAC site.

2. PR Resources survey.

3. Draft Template for PR to be distributed next week.

7. Carnival of the Assessments return: May 22, 23, or 24?

8. Revised Institutional Student Learning Assessment Plan

1. Ad-hoc SLAC/GEC/CC SLO committee must end this May. (Place of SLOs?)

2. MSCHE Self-Study/Nuventive necessitate new ISLAP.

3. Program Review must be centerpiece of ISLAP.

___________________________________________________________________________

Student Learning Assessment Committee

Meeting Minutes

12/7/18

Present:  Andrew Haggerty, Carine Surdey, Sherry Chandler, Darin Schmidt, Paul Bond, Sesime

Adanu, Colleen Donahue, Jason Smith, Dani Berchtold, Patti Evans (Alternate for GenEd)

Absent: Michelle Snyder, Kristin Bensen-Hause, Larry Allen, Amy Brandt

1. Adoption of Agenda — Adopted

2. Approval of Minutes — Approved

3. Updates

1. The CAO has approved the documents forwarded. The first set of requests for

exemptions from Program Review are being reviewed by CAO & will be sent back to

SLAC for record-keeping when complete. The Rationale for Deactivation/Inactivation

is posted on the SLAC Program Review site (no word on Curriculum Committee

completing Inactivation process). The ad-hoc committee (SLAC/GEC/CC) for

reviewing outcomes changes is in place & reviewing, though the process is chaotic in

implementation.

Exemptions for Program Review

Applications will be collected for exemptions for program review

There are only a certain set number of reasons this could be granted

Francis is the only one who can approve

SLAC will be keeping the records

Changes in Outcomes

Ad-hoc group is meeting (joint group of SLAC, GenEd, & Curriculum Com.)

There are logistical issues of determining how the group is supposed to work

We need to show Middle States that someone is looking over the changes in outcomes

The actual change in outcomes comes from faculty

SLAC provides guidance in the process and suggestions

Ad-hoc committee will be meeting only until end of Academic Year

Nuventive will hopefully solve many of these issues

2. Andrew meeting with CAO on Monday to report on SLAC, as well as MSCHE

3. SLAC members granted Nuventive access; training to commence at beginning of Spring

semester.

Different divisions are at different places with implementation

Andrew is heading up implementation in LA

All SLAC members should have access to Nuventive

4. Deborah Moeckel, SUNY Asst. Provost for CCs & Assessment, & SUNY liaison to

MSCHE, to come to campus to discuss Program Review & assessment in the context of

MSCHE expectations. Date is 22 January 2019 in Decker 201. Agenda to follow. SLAC

reps, please publicize when agenda comes to your division/area, & (please!) plan to

attend if at all possible. Program Review is key to a successful MSCHE Self-Study.

This is a chance to ask questions and get a definitive answer of what we need to do

Andrew asks that we all reach out to folks in our areas to attend

Agenda will be coming out soon

5. Middle States updates

Middle States process has officially Kicked Off!

Middle States Self-Study Institute was held earlier in the fall

Last week a team from Broome went to the Middle States Conference in Washington

We have been contacted by our liaison, Sean McKitrick. He will be visiting our campus next

semester to begin the process (tentatively 4/23/18)

Over break, Amy and Sesime will be creating a self-study design which will go out for input in

the spring for feedback

6. Expansion to Program Review Resources

Update to Mission and Bylaws

Our mission and bylaws need to be updated to reflect SLAC’s assistance with Program

Review

Andrew presented possible language for the update

Consisted of two parts

After discussion and minor revision the amendments were accepted

Jason made motion to accept

Colleen seconded

Vote passed unanimously

Program Review Resources Survey

Andrew distributed the survey to SLAC for feedback. Suggestions:

Add an “other” option to the question about why program review wasn’t submitted on

time

Changing the wording of the final question to focus on “How can SLAC help you?”

7. Carnival of the Assessments return

Andrew has come up with a few ideas for the event, but is looking for input from the campus

If you know of someone is doing something innovative with assessment, let Andrew know

The date will be scheduled and announced early in the spring semester

8. Andrew will be emailing tentative dates for Spring SLAC meetings

_____________________________________________________________________________

Student Learning Assessment Committee (SLAC)

Meeting Agenda

12/7/18

1. Adoption of Agenda

2. Approval of Minutes

3. Updates

1. The CAO has approved the documents forwarded. The first set of requests for

exemptions from Program Review are being reviewed by CAO & will be sent back to

SLAC for record-keeping when complete. The Rationale for Deactivation/Inactivation

is posted on the SLAC Program Review site (no word on Curriculum Committee

completing Inactivation process). The ad-hoc committee (SLAC/GEC/CC) for

reviewing outcomes changes is in place & reviewing, though the process is chaotic in

implementation.

2. Andrew meeting with CAO on Monday to report on SLAC, as well as MSCHE

3. SLAC members granted Nuventive access; training to commence at beginning of

Spring semester.

4. Deborah Moeckel, SUNY Asst. Provost for CCs & Assessment, & SUNY liaison to

MSCHE, to come to campus to discuss Program Review & assessment in the context of

MSCHE expectations. Date is 22 January 2019 in Decker 201. Agenda to follow. SLAC

reps, please publicize when agenda comes to your division/area, & (please!) plan to

attend if at all possible. Program Review is key to a successful MSCHE Self-Study.

4. Middle States updates

5. Expansion to Program Review Resources.

6. Carnival of the Assessments return

_______________________________________________________________________________

Meeting Minutes

11/9/18

Present:         Andrew Haggerty, Carine Surdey, Michelle Snyder, Kristin Bensen-Hause, Karyn

Moyer, Darin Schmidt, Paul Bond, Sesime Adanu, Larry Allen, Amy Brandt, Dani Berchtold

Absent:          Sherry Chandler, Colleen Donahue, Jason Smith

1. Adoption of Agenda — Adopted

2. Approval of Minutes — adopted

3. Updates

1. Documents & Proposal from last meeting were voted by e-vote to send to CAO. CAO’s

enigmatic response invites the committee to contemplate anew that strange

enlightenments are vouchsafed to those who seek the high places (his name was

Quigley, and he was a Fermanagh man)

Andrew has a meeting with Francis on Monday (11/12/18) to discuss

Andrew also presented our discussion and documents to the CAI at their last meeting

We are trying to provide assistance rather than enforcement or approval. We explain the

guidelines and help people to meet requirements and do program reviews.

The concerns regarding “guidance” vs ”approval” have been addressed

2. Curriculum Committee/GE/SLAC Proposal has been accepted by CAO & sent to

campus

3. Chair will meet with CAO on Monday 11/12 to discuss Exemption & Rationale

documents, as well as Program Review SLAC expansion Resolution

4. Nuventive training — Request to Nuventive Commander that SLAC members be

granted Nuventive access — who needs/wants it? When training?

Requesting that SLAC members be given access to Nuventive Improve

Needed to provide one extra level of support for Nuventive in addition to the assessment

facilitators for helping people with Nuventive Improve

Need to determine the type of access in the Nuventive software for SLAC members

Access should relate to their area

Amy would need names and email, and who gets access to what based on division

Andrew will send that info to Amy

4. New Business

1. Request to be made to invite Deborah Moeckel, SUNY Asst. Provost for CCs &

Assessment, & SUNY liaison to MSCHE, to come to campus to discuss Program Review

& assessment in the context of MSCHE expectations, probably in week before Spring

semester

5. Old Business

1. SLAC Forms 2018-2019

1. Discussion of Plan doc for Fall

2. Send out: 11/13/18

SLAC planning form goes out Tuesday. This is the LAST use of the Google Form for this

purpose.  Moving to Nuventive for the next round.

Andrew will be alerting Deans that this is coming

Retirement of Google Form and switch to Nuventive Improve:

Assessment facilitators are working with departments to get a course list for upload

into the system in preparation for the rollout of the software. Right now it is partially

done.  Academic Departments should work with their assessment facilitators to make

sure that all courses are input prior to the switchover.

Amy needs to know which courses are really active. Trying to get the most accurate

picture of what courses and programs really are.

Having courses in the system that are never taught will be problematic because it

raises the question of “Why aren’t these assessed?”

Amy is also working with Rachel Hinton about possible integration of a new curriculum

management system, with Nuventive, Banner, and the Catalog.

2. Middle States

1. SLAC involvement in Middle States process — Chair report

Middle states clock has started with the self-study institute last week

Outline of self-study is next — due in march — basically a Thesis of what our self-study will

be

Handout: Campus priorities for Consideration

Looked at strategic goals and carved out campus priorities

Started with 6 priorities listed in handout (draft form)

Need to narrow down to 3

Possible implications for the colleges focus

Andrew asks us to review the priorities document and think about how it should be

narrowed down. Bring back to constituents for discussion and input keeping the

Strategic plan in mind

Andrew is also bring this to other groups on campus to solicit input

Second half of the documents are possible Outcomes of the self-study (what we will

get out of it) — bring this back for input as well

Ultimately it is the Steering committee’s final decision

2. Discussion of MS assessment presentations

Assessing Educational Effectiveness handout

Sean McKitrick is coming to campus to talk and listen to us. He may or may not be our liaison

Presentation slide (MSCHE PP Assessment slide) indicates what Middle States expects of an

institution regarding student learning (boiled down). Key take-away points:

Goals and objectives are aligned with courses (Also aligned with college mission)

Defensible Assessments — provide a logical argument of why you are choosing to

assess particular SLO’s courses, goals. Why did you choose to assess what you did?

Think about resources and do realistic assessment

Consideration — What do the assessments say about student learning? They don’t

mind if result isn’t totally positive.  Issues may be opportunities for improvement.

Use — Apply what has been learned within one’s “Locus of Control”

Process Assessment — Evaluate assessment process regarding meaningfulness,

usefulness, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness

3. Program Review Committee – (will be discussed at next meeting)

4. Expanding SLAC mission to include Program Review

5. DISCUSSION: How should we structure the Program Review part of the mission? What

changes to bylaws? How should we communicate to college community? How to

communicate that the purpose is to provide assistance & meet MS obligations, not compel

OBEDIENCE?

Andrew will be sending email to us regarding this discussion

Survey of chairs

4. Assessment of Assessments

5. Evaluation of Assessment/Assessment Tool (Moving to Nuventive: Rationale)

SLAC needs to assess themselves

6. Information

1. SLAC Website — expand for MSCHE/prof development/brainstorming

7. What next?

1. Distance/Online/Fast Forward assessment challenges

Needs to be discussed at next meeting

____________________________________________________________________

Agenda 11/9/2018

1. Adoption of Agenda

1. Approval of Minutes

1. Updates
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Minutes and Agendas
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1. Updates

1. Documents & Proposal from last meeting were voted by e-vote to send to

CAO. CAO’s enigmatic response invites the committee to contemplate

anew that strange enlightenments are vouchsafed to those who seek the

high places (his name was Quigley, and he was a Fermanagh man)

1. Curriculum Committee/GE/SLAC Proposal has been accepted by CAO &

sent to campus

2. Chair will meet with CAO on Monday 11/12 to discuss Exemption &

Rationale documents, as well as Program Review SLAC expansion

Resolution

1. Nuventive training — Request to Nuventive Commander that SLAC members be

granted Nuventive access — who needs/wants it? When training?

1. New Business

1. Request to be made to invite Deborah Moeckel, SUNY Asst. Provost for CCs &

Assessment, & SUNY liaison to MSCHE, to come to campus to discuss Program

Review & assessment in the context of MSCHE expectations, probably in week

before Spring semester 

1. Old Business

1. SLAC Forms 2018-2019

1. Discussion of Plan doc for Fall

1. Send out: 11/13/18

1. Middle States

1. SLAC involvement in Middle States process — Chair report

2. Discussion of MS assessment presentations

1. Program Review Committee –

1. Expanding SLAC mission to include Program Review 

2. DISCUSSION: How should we structure the Program Review part of

the mission? What changes to bylaws? How should we communicate

to college community? How to communicate that the purpose is to

provide assistance & meet MS obligations, not compel OBEDIENCE?

1. Assessment of Assessments

1. Evaluation of Assessment/Assessment Tool 

1. Information

1. SLAC Website — expand for MSCHE/prof development/brainstorming

2. What next?

1. Distance/Online/Fast Forward assessment challenges

Document for information 11/9

MSCHE PP Assessment slide

________________________________________________________

Minutes 10/12/2018

Present:     Carine Surdey, Andrew Haggerty, Amy Brandt, Michele Snyder, Colleen Donahue,

Karyn Moyer, Dani Berchtold, Sherry Chandler, Darin Schmidt, Robin Petrus, Kristin Bensen-

Hause

Adoption of Agenda

Agenda Distributed on Website — approved

Approval of Minutes

Minutes Distributed on Website – approved

Updates

1. Curriculum Committee Proposal

Andrew met with Curriculum Committee and GenEd Committee

Hashed out agreement for way to simplify form and how it will work with Curriculum

Committee.

Kim suggested process to change course outcomes will be the same as that they do when

revising course offerings.

Will need to do this anyway when entering in Nuventive

Do it for Curriculum Committee first and then it will be ready to enter to Nuventive

Reviewed the SUNY Broome Course Assessment Map and Plan Guidelines

Basically the same as the SLAC form

Curriculum Committee, GenEd Committee and SLAC are in agreement to use this form

Motion made to accept form CS

Second AB

Form was accepted

Andrew will inform Curriculum Committee and GenEd Committee

Next step is to form Ad Hoc committee consisting of representatives of all three bodies to

review the completed submissions

Need to be done in a timely fashion

Process needed for middle states

Form will be done electronically using Nuventive

Amy is on the subcommittee from curriculum

KBH and CD volunteered

Question: What happens if Learning Outcomes are received that aren’t measurable?

(Answer: They will be contacted to work with them to help them make them more

manageable and easier to measure)

Question: Will the Ad Hoc committee have the right to turn down outcomes? Ex:  Must

match to SUNY ILO if GenED? (Answer: Group will make suggestions, but ultimately the

departments final call)

Question: Communication so that the College catalog is updated? (Answer: Rachel Hinton is

working on it — will go through Curriculum Committee  — she is bringing it to catalog

committee)

1. Nuventive training — role of SLAC

Later this semester or early next, all members of SLAC should have at least the basic

Nuventive training

Departments and programs must compare to what is in the catalog vs what is being offered

and come up with a timeline of assessment

Opportunity to rethink the program, area, etc.

Nuventive process similar to other rollouts lots of frontloading work to get things set up and

then it becomes maintenance from there on

Departments can begin to get that information together now for input into the system

Liberal arts is different because many assess at the discipline level vs program level in other

divisions

New Business

1. Appointment of Secretary (shameless bribery)

After a bit of negotiation, Carine Surdey graciously accepted the role of SLAC Secretary

1. Carnival of the Assessments Revival

Looking to hold it in the Spring

Theme will be getting back to showcasing what departments are doing

Best practices

AB suggests including an assessment presentation at the Spring Assembly in addition to the

Carnival

If interested in planning Carnival — see Andrew

Old Business

1. IMAC Assessment

New Toolkit has been released

Moving forward with Implementation of Information Management – agenda for next SLAC

Meeting

1. SLAC Forms 2018-2019

2. Plan

Send out: 10/1/18

Due: 12/03/18

2. Results from 17-18

Report transmitted from previous Chair

3. Transition to Nuventive

4. Middle States

5. Reviewing Distance Education Standards –  on hold

6. SLAC involvement in Middle States process — Chair report

7. Program Review Committee

8. Expanding SLAC mission to include Program Review (Amy Brandt)

Big chunk of program review based on course SLO’s

Program review doc also has sections on mission statement, student persistence and

retention, facilities etc

Have tried to keep it as short as possible

We now have both SLAC and the Program Review Committee

Beginning training in Nuventive

Has been less structured in the past

Template is in Nuventive. Training will be in 4 sections:

9. Mission statement

10. Curriculum

11. Then sections 3 and 4

Gap on campus in terms of middle spate expectation in program review

We need SLO’s for each program

Satellite committees not working out well so program review process will now go

through this committee (SLAC) to provide consistency

Possible name: ProSLAC

Bring back to constituencies and next meeting

Idea is to bring together the two functions to SLAC

Get more assistance to people doing program review

We also have close tie to institutional

Middle states will definitely look for this

Can apply for an exception for program review — only Francis can approve exceptions

External data will be stored in Nuventive

12. Rationale for deactivating courses seldom/never taught

13. Assessment of Assessments

14. Evaluation of Assessment/Assessment Tool (Moving to Nuventive: Rationale)

Deactivating course programs

Andrew would like a vote on this

Will do by email

As we move to Nuventive, if a course is not regularly offered, it should go through

Curriculum Committee to be deactivated. This is the policy/rationale

Document was distributed and committee members are asked to review and bring to

constituents

Andrew will send out an electronic vote next Tuesday

Andrew will then send result to Francis (copying Dani)

Information

1. SLAC Website — updates

Trying to consolidate all areas that contain SLAC Information

Google Drive, website (resurrected) and other

_____________________________________________________________

Agenda 10/12/2018

1. Adoption of Agenda

1. Approval of Minutes

1. Updates

1. Curriculum Committee Proposal

1. Nuventive training — role of SLAC

1. New Business

1. Appointment of Secretary (shameless bribery)

1. Carnival of the Assessments Revival

1. Old Business

1. IMAC Assessment

1. SLAC Forms 2018-2019

1. Plan

1. Send out: 10/1/18

1. Due: 12/03/18

1. Results from 17-18

1. Report transmitted from previous Chair

1. Transition to Nuventive

1. Middle States

1. Reviewing Distance Education Standards –  on hold

1. SLAC involvement in Middle States process — Chair report

1. Program Review Committee –

1. Expanding SLAC mission to include Program Review (Amy Brandt)

2. Rationale for deactivating courses seldom/never taught

1. Assessment of Assessments

1. Evaluation of Assessment/Assessment Tool (Moving to  Nuventive:

Rationale)

1. Information

1. SLAC Website — updates

Documents for review 10/12:

REVISED Assessment Plan for CC

Program Review Exception Process

Rationale For Deactivating Courses (3)

Documents for information 10/12

SLAC Results- Dean’s Report Compiled 17-18

Minutes 5/4/2018

1. Minutes approved

2. Harold spoke about Gen Ed; Rachael will follow up about outcomes question.

3. R updated about Nuventive; her dept’s info is up; Sesime updated about admin side

4. R brought up proposal to CC regarding changing requirements to update course & program

LOs; many depts will be doing this in regards to MSCHE & Program Review; want to make it

easy for people to engage in assessment process & remove as much as possible paperwork &

other burdens

Committee reviewed document to be forwarded to GEC & CC

Rachael will forward to CC; unsure if CC will be able to be placed on agenda for last meeting

5. R discussed revising assessment results reporting form to provide straightforward summary

for communicating with other committees, campus constituencies, and for MSCHE etc.

Report will need to be prepared for Gen Ed planning.

6. Need for accountability & transparency in allocation decisions as per MSCHE requirements

7. Future leadership of Committee TBD
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